Introduction
The basic spatial vector data structure in any geographic information system is the one that stores the zero-, oneand two-dimensional features of planar subdivisions.
Contemporary GISS like ARC/INFO
[8] and the DIME file [9] use polygon structures that store the explicit topology as well.
This means that from any feature, it is possible to access adj scent features efficiently.
Essentially, these structures are similar to the doubly connected edge list and quad edge structures used in computational geometry.
A basic algorithmic routine that can be applied to any planar subdivision is its traversal.
The objective of such a traversal can be to report all boundary segments on a map, or to find a specific one. Alternatively, one could report all vertices or faces, or find a specific one. Of course, each of the st ructures mentioned above supports these traversal operations. The standard idea is to do some depth first search on, for instance, the edges, and set a mark bit if an edge has just been visited. After the traversal all mark bits are reset to zero again.
The comput ationrd geometry solution just described has some serious drawbacks.
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.$3.50 and otherwise, the edge tables have to be clhanged during traversal.
The mark bits in the tables are not a particularly elegant solution here. The third problem with using mark bits is that they must be reset after traversal, which may be a source of inefficiency.
An We also extend the algorithm to traverse a connected part of a subdivision specified by some attribute, or the part of a subdivision that lies inside a specified window.
These operations are commonly used by geographic information systems.
2 Traversing a planar subdivision
2.1
The local method
To simplify our algorithm we assume in this section and in section 2.2 that the subdivision S our algorithm operates on is embedded in lE2, that its edges are straight line segments and that the subdivision is ccnnected. These restrictions are easily overcome.
The idea behind our algorithm is to define an ordering on the cells of the subdivision and to visit the cells in this order. For every cell we define a unique predecessor, such that the predecessor relationship imposes a directed graph G(V, E) on the subdivision, with V = {c I c e S} and E = {(c', c) [ c' is the predecessor of c}. A path~from one cell c to another cell c' is a sequence of cells (c = co, c1, . . ..ck=c') such that CJ-l is the predecessor of C3 for each ,j, 1 < j < k. Our algorithm reports the cells of S in depth-first order; to facilitate this, the predecessor relationship on the cells of S needs to be defined such that G is a tree, rooted at the starting cell c,,a,,. In other words: for every node c in G, there must be exactly one path r from c.ta,t to c.
The predecessor relationship is defined as follows: first,
we choose an arbitrary point p in the starting cell cst~~t. Then, using this single point p and some local information, we identify for each cell c a special edge, entry(c). The other cell c' incident to entry(c) is defined as the predecessor of c. We determine the entry of a cell c by calculating for which point p' on the boundary of c the distance between p' and the pre-determined point p in the starting cell c,~o,c is minimal.
In case of ties we choose first point clockwise around p, starting in a fixed direction 0. If p' lies on an edge of c, then this edge is entry(c); otherwise, if p' coincides with a vertex v of c, then we choose one of the edges incident to v in a specific way.
Testing whether an edge e is the entry of its incident cell takes 0(1 ) time for convex subdivisions;
we simply compare the distance betweenp and e with the distance between p and the two edges adjacent to e. If the distance between p and e is the minimum of the three distances, then e is the entry ofits incident cell. Allthese tests can bedone in O(l) time.
For non-convex subdivisions, determining whether an edge e is the entry of its incident cell c involves the comparison of the distance between p and e with the distance between p and all other edges incident to c; this takes time linear in the number of edges incident to c. We can prove that with the predecessor relationship defined as above, for every cell c in S there is exactly one path 7r from Cstart to c.
2.2
The algorithm we don't want the whole subdivision S to be reported, but rather a connected subset S' of S, such that all cells in S' have the same attribute as the starting cell c.ta.~ (Figure 1, left) . For example, suppose that the starting cell lies in a rain forest; we then may ask "report all cells that lie in the same rain forest".
Another query that arises often in practice is "given a subdivision S and a rectangular window W, report all cells in S that intersect W ( Figure  1,  right ) .
Here we will show how to adapt algorithm Traverse such that the first query can answered efficiently as well. The other query can be dealt with in much the same way. as the st artmg cell c~iart. Some of the cells in these holes might be predecessors of cells in S'. However, we don't want to visit all cells in the holes; instead, we would rather consider each hole aa a single cell. We can show that if we exploit this observation, we can answer the query in 0(k2) time, where k is the total complexity of the cells in S'.
Our algorithm can also be adapted for traversal of convex subdivisions in 3-dimensional space without mark bits.
